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Bone marrow is generally the dose-limiting organ of concern in

radioimmunotherapy and in radionuclide palliation of bone pain.

However, skeletal dosimetry is complicated by the intricate nature of
its microstructure, which can vary greatly throughout skeletal regions.
In this article, a new three-dimensional electron transport model for

trabecular bone is introduced, based on Monte Carlo transport and on
bone microstructure information for several trabecular bone sites.
Methods: Marrow cavity and trabecular chord length distributions
originally published by Spiers et al. were randomly sampled to create
alternating regions of bone, endosteum and marrow during the
three-dimensional transport of single electrons. For the marrow
spaces, explicit consideration of the site-specific elemental composi

tion was made in the transport calculations based on the percentage
of active and inactive marrow in each region. The electron transport
was performed with the EGS4 electron transport code and the
parameter reduced electron-step transport algorithm. Electron ab

sorbed fractions of energy were tabulated for seven adult trabecular
bone sites, considering three source and target regions: the trabecu
lar marrow space (IMS), the trabecular bone endosteum (TBE) and
the trabecular bone volume (TBV). Results: For all source-target

combinations, the absorbed fraction was seen to vary widely within
the skeleton. These variations can be directly attributed to the
differences in the trabecular microstructure of the different skeletal
regions. For many source-target combinations, substantial energy

dependence was seen in the calculated absorbed fraction, a factor
not considered in values recommended by the International Commis
sion on Radiological Protection (ICRP). A one-dimensional model of
electron transport in trabecular bone, based on range-energy relation
ships, was also developed to verify the three-dimensional transport

model and to evaluate differences between the two modeling ap
proaches. Differences of ~10%-15% were seen, particularly at low

electron energies. In the case of a TBV source and a TMS target (or
vice versa), differences >50% were seen in the absorbed fraction.
Conclusion: The three-dimensional model of electron transport in

trabecular bone allows improved estimates of skeletal absorbed
fractions. The model highlights both the regional and the energy
dependency of the absorbed fraction not previously considered in the
ICRP model.
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An radioimmunotherapy and in radionuclide bone pain
palliation, the skeletal system, more precisely the bone
marrow, is the dose-limiting organ (1-3). Radiosensitive

cells in the human skeletal system have been identified as (a)
hematopoietic cells present in bone marrow, (b) endosteal
cells lying close to bone surfaces and (c) epithelial cells
close to bone surfaces in the air sinuses of the skull (4).
Unfortunately, because of the complex microstructure of the
skeleton, it has been difficult to calculate accurately the dose
deposited to these sensitive tissues.

The human skeletal system is formed of two different
structures, as shown in Figure 1. The first is a hard, dense
structure called cortical or compact bone, found in the shafts
of the long bones and in the outer cortex of all bones. The
dominant microstructure of the cortical bone is the osteon,
which is formed of a central Haversian canal lined with a
layer of endosteum and surrounded by bone lamellae. The
dosimetrically important region in the cortical bone consists
of osteogenic cells within the endosteal layer. A new
dosimetrie model of the cortical bone has been presented by
Bouchet and Bolch (6).

The second structure of the skeletal system is a porous,
spongy structure called the trabecular or cancellous bone.
Trabecular bone is found in the interior of the flat bones and
at the ends of the long bones. It is formed of a complex
network of bone trabeculae and tissue cavities. Each cavity
is lined by a layer of osteogenic cells, called the endosteum.
and is filled with marrow that can be either hematopoieti-

cally active (red marrow) or inactive (yellow marrow). The
dosimetrically important tissues in the trabecular bone are
the hematopoietic stem and precursor cells in the marrow
cavities and the osteogenic cells on the surfaces of the bone
trabeculae.

A three-dimensional model of electron transport in trabecu

lar bone is presented here. This model uses the chord length
distribution measurements through trabecular cavities and
bone trabeculae obtained by Beddoe (7), Beddoe et al. (8)
and Darley (9), and randomly creates the trabecular bone
regions as the electron is transported. This model is to be
considered a transport model and not a fixed geometric
model. Indeed, this process simulates the random mixture of
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FIGURE 1. Diagram of upper half of fe
mur showing trabecular bone regions in
femur head (MR image) and neck and
cortical bone regions in diaphysis (lower
diagram) (adapted from [5]).

marrow cavities and bone trabeculae seen by a particle
traversing trabecular bone, but the model does not recreate
the true three-dimensional appearance of trabecular bone.

Subsequently, absorbed fractions of energy are calculated
for monoenergetic electron sources using the EGS4/
parameter reduced electron-step transport algorithm
(PRESTA) Monte Carlo transport code (10-12). A compari
son of dosimetrie results obtained via one-dimensional
transport and three-dimensional transport is also presented.

PREVIOUS DOSIMETRIC MODELS
OF TRABECULAR BONE

Studies at University of Leeds
The foundation of trabecular bone dosimetry was estab

lished with the work of Spiers and his research team at the
University of Leeds between 1949 and 1981 (7,9,13-18).

From this research group, three major dissertations on bone
dosimetry are of note: Beddoe (7), Darley (9) and Whitwell
(17). Spiers determined through this research that the
microstructure of trabecular bone could not be described
using simple geometric shapes. Instead, he used frequency
distributions of linear path lengths through trabeculae and

marrow cavities as a quantitative description of the three-

dimensional structure of this region of the skeleton (19). For
this purpose, Beddoe (7), Beddoe et al. (8) and Darley (9)
designed an optical bone scanner capable of automatically
measuring bone and cavity space chord length distributions
of thin sections of human trabecular bone. Assuming a
direction of alignment of the cavities, they derived corre
sponding omnidirectional chord length distributions. Figure
2 gives the probability density function of a given chord
length for trabecular cavities and bone trabeculae, respec
tively, for two bone sites: the parietal bone and the lumbar
vertebra. A total of seven bone sites was measured, including
the cervical vertebra, the lumbar vertebra, the femur head,
the femur neck, the iliac crest, the parietal bone and the rib
(Table 1). Whitwell (17) and Whitwell and Spiers (18) used
the experimentally measured omnidirectional chord length
distributions along with range-energy relationships to calcu

late dose conversion factors for seven radionuclides of
interest in health physics (14C, 18F,22Na, 32P,45Ca, ^Sr and
^Y). In that study, only bone- and surface-seeking radionu

clides were considered, and only the marrow and endosteum
were chosen as target regions.
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FIGURE 2. Chord length distributionsfor
parietal bone and for lumbar vertebra
through marrow cavities (A) and bone tra
beculae (B).

TABLE 1
Mean Trabeculae and Cavity Chord Lengths for Seven

Trabecular Bone Sites in 44-Year-Old Man

Mean
trabeculae

chord length
Bone site(urn)Parietal

bone
Cervical vertebra
Lumbar vertebra
Rib
Iliac crest
Femur head
Femur neck511

279
246
266
242
232
314Mean

marrow cavity
chord length

(urn)389

910
1234
1706

904
1157
1655Ratio

of trabecular
and marrow
mean chord

lengths1.315

0.307
0.199
0.156
0.268
0.200
0.190

Data from Beddoe (7), Beddoe et al. (6) and Darley (9).

Medical Internal Radiation Dose Pamphlet No. 11

The work of Whitwell focused on radionuclides of in
terest for radiation protection, and, therefore, nuclear medi
cine dosimetry was not of primary importance. In 1974,
Snyder et al. (20) converted the skeletal-averaged dose

conversion factors for given radionuclides to monoenergetic
specific absorbed fractions using the average beta-particle

energy of each radionuclide considered by Whitwell. Using
these specific absorbed fractions, trabecular bone S values
were tabulated as part of Medical Internal Radiation Dose
(MIRD) Pamphlet No. 11 (21). Whitwell had not considered
explicitly the marrow as a source region, a factor generally
not relevant in health physics. Consequently, Snyder used
conservation of energy and the uniform isotropie model
(reciprocity relationship) to obtain S values for the marrow
as a source. However, the uniform isotropie model is only
valid in homogeneous media (22,23). Despite these limita-
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lions, S values were tabulated as part of MIRD Pamphlet No.
11 (27) using these assumptions.

International Commission on Radiological Protection
Publication 30

In 1979, thÃ©International Commission on Radiological
Protection (ICRP) recommended in Publication 30 (24)
absorbed fractions of energy for beta particles for use in
radiation protection of skeletal tissues. For beta particles
originating in the bone volume, a single value of absorbed
fraction was recommended. For beta particles originating on
the bone surface, one absorbed fraction for low-energy beta

particles (average beta energy < 0.2 MeV) and one for
high-energy beta particles (average beta energy > 0.2 MeV)
were recommended. Table 2 summarizes the ICRP-

recommended skeletal absorbed fractions of energy. These
absorbed fraction values are based on the dose conversion
factors from Whitwell (17) and Whitwell and Spiers (18).
Subsequently, these relatively energy-independent absorbed

fractions of energy were implemented in the MIRDOSE2
program for use in nuclear medicine dosimetry (25). In the
MIRDOSE2 program, the self-absorbed fraction to the

marrow was assumed to be unity, as suggested in Part 3 of
ICRP Publication 30 (24).

Eckerman Model
In 1985, Eckerman (26) presented new absorbed fraction

calculations based on the chord length distributions mea
sured by Beddoe (7), Beddoe et al. (8) and Darley (9). Using
Whitwell's approach of sampling of chord length distribu

tions and using an electron range-energy relationship, he
derived absorbed fractions of energy for monoener-

TABLE 2
Recommended Skeletal Absorbed Fractions of Energy for

Trabecular Bone Given in ICRP Publication 30

SourceRed

marrow

EndosteumTrabeculaeTargetRed

marrow
Endosteumt
Red marrow
EndosteumRed

marrow
EndosteumICRP

30
absorbedfraction1.0*

0.02t
0.5
0.25 for EÃŸ<0.2 MeV
0.025 for EÃŸa 0.2 MeV
0.35
0.025

*lt is only within preface to Part 3 of ICRP Publication 30 (24) that

marrow sources are specifically addressed. It is here that ICRP
specifies that absorbed fraction to marrow is assumedto equal 1.0for
beta particles emitted with marrow spaces of trabecular bone.

tThe endosteum is referred to in ICRP Publication 30 as "bone
surfaces."

$Also in preface to Part 3 of ICRP Publication 30, Commission
indicates that "dose equivalent in whole of bone surfaces is taken to
be half of that in red marrow." Using reference masses of 60 g for

trabecular endosteum and 1500 g for red marrow, approximate
absorbed fraction for marrow sources irradiating trabecular endos
teum would be 0.02.

ICRP = International Commission on Radiological Protection.

getic electrons for seven trabecular bone sites. These calcu
lations were intended primarily to be used in radiation
protection for photon sources in the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory mathematic phantoms (27), through the construc
tion of photon fluence-to-dose conversion factors. In 1994, S

values derived from these calculations were implemented in
the MIRDOSE 3 program to be used in nuclear medicine
dosimetry (25).

Samaratunga Bone Model
In 1995, Samaratunga et al. (28) developed a more

elaborate trabecular bone dosimetrie model designed specifi
cally to calculate the dose to skeletal mÃ©tastasesfrom the
surface-seeker 186Re. They first measured chord length

distributions of cavities and bone trabeculae on 25 samples
from skeletal mÃ©tastases.Bone trabeculae were then repre
sented by ellipsoids located in an infinite marrow-tissue

medium. Finally, the transport of electrons was simulated in
a three-dimensional geometry using the Monte Carlo elec

tron transport code EGS4. Although the procedure was
sophisticated, it was intended for transport of electrons in
trabecular bone mÃ©tastasesand is therefore not applicable to
Reference Man tabulations.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Although elegant in design, the one-dimensional computational

models of Whitwell and Spiers (18) and Eckerman (26) are based
on the assumptions that (a) particle trajectories are linear through
both the bone matrix of the trabeculae and the marrow cavities,
such that a given chord length explicitly represents the particle path
(no angular scatter); (b) energy loss within these structures can be
treated under the continuous slowing-down approximation; and (c)

the transport of energy by delta rays and bremsstrahlung photons
can be ignored. The computational model presented here attempts
to account for each of these mechanisms by performing a three-

dimensional transport of electrons using the EGS4/PRESTA radia
tion transport code (10,11). The base input data for the model are
the same chord length distributions measured by the research group
of Spiers (7-9,17). These chord length distributions represent the

most complete quantitative information assembled to date on the
microstructure of adult trabecular bone.

Transport Model
The chord length distributions measured by the research group

of Spiers (7-9,17) represent the distribution of distances that one

would see if crossing trabecular bone in many directions. If one
considers an electron traveling in trabecular bone, the chord length
distributions can be thought of as the distribution of distances
between entry and exit points of a given trabecular bone region.
This concept is illustrated in Figure 3, where an electron and one of
its delta rays are shown. In Figure 3, distances dT and dmc denote
distances between entry and exit points of the bone trabeculae (T)
and the marrow cavities (MC), respectively. (In the sample
preparation procedures of Spiers et al., all marrow tissues including
endosteum were removed before optical scanning. Consequently,
we make a distinction here between [a] the marrow cavity [total
volume between bone trabeculae inclusive of the endosteal layers]
and [b] the marrow space [volume interior to both the bone
trabeculae and endosteum].) The chord length distributions can
therefore be used to limit the travel of an electron in a given
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Distribution of distances between points of entry
and points of exit for the marrow cavities

dkicj = distance(Io,I])
dnc_2= distance(l2,,I3.)

dnc_4= distancerais,,)

Distribution of distances between points of entry
and points of exit for the bone trabeculae

dT_i=distance(I,,l2j
dT_2=distance(I|,l2b)

dT 4=distance(I3b,l4b)

FIGURE 3. Diagram showing electron
passing through region of trabecular bone.
Marrow cavities are represented as tex
tured areas. Entry and exit points of any
new trabecular bone region that electron
encounters along its path are shown. Distri
bution of distances between points for cavi
ties and bone trabeculae represent mea
sured chord length distributions obtained by
Beddoe (7), Beddoe et al. (S)and Dartey(9).

trabecular bone region by assuming the distance between the points
of entry and exit of a given region to be equal to the sampled chord
length for this region. By randomly sampling many chord lengths,
and by considering many electrons, the average transport behavior
of electrons in trabecular bone is thus realized.

Figure 4A illustrates how the transport of the electron in a given
trabecular bone region (trabeculae or marrow cavity) is limited
using a sampled chord length (dj or dmc)- The electron first enters a
trabecula or marrow cavity at point IQ.At this point, a chord length
dT or dMCis randomly selected, thus limiting the point of exit (I,) of
the electron to distance dT or dMC from IQ. This exit point is
therefore located on a sphere centered on I0, with radius dT or dMC.
To allow for electron backscatter, the sphere is further limited by a
plane at I0, perpendicular to the direction of travel at the point of
entry. This method defines a hemisphere as the surface delimiting
all possible points of exit I) of the electron. Thus, when entering a
new region, the electron's distance of travel between two regions

(straight-line distance) is limited; however, within a given region,

the electron is allowed to travel in three dimensions. Consequently,
one can have a total electron path length traveled in a given region
greater than dT or dMo the distance physically separating the two
different trabecular bone regions.

Chord length distributions are available only for the marrow
cavities and for the bone trabeculae. For the endosteum, chord
length information is not available. Nevertheless, the ICRP recom
mends a reference thickness of 10 urn for the endosteal cells on
bone surfaces (4,29,30). This reference thickness is consistent with
the definition that the endosteum is composed of a single cell layer
(5). Whitwell (17) further noted that 99% of the endosteal layer has
a thickness ^5.0-8.5 urn. Using a 10-um thickness of tissue to
represent the endosteum, and assuming that a particle's entry

direction to the endosteum is isotropie, it is possible to select
randomly a chord length through this tissue region. When the
particle enters the endosteum, an isotropie direction of entry is
selected and a corresponding chord (dE) through the 10-um

endosteal layer is derived. Mathematically, one samples T|, the
cosine of the entry angle, uniformly between 0 and 1:

TiÂ£[0;l] and dE = (10 um)/T|. Eq. 1

As noted earlier, this derived chord length through the endos
teum was inclusive to the marrow cavity chord lengths measured
by the research group of Spiers (7-9,77). Therefore, for any

sampled marrow cavity chord length dMC, one must select two
endosteal chords dE1and dE2and a marrow space chord dMS,so that:

dMC= dEi + dMS+ dE2-

This last equation limits the endosteal chord length, so that:

- 2

dMC = dEl

dMS= 0,

dE2- and

Eq. 3

which corresponds to a chord measurement through only the near
and far endosteal layers. This notion of endosteal chord lengths and
marrow space chord lengths is illustrated in Figure 4B. In this
figure, two marrow cavity chords are shown: one defining three
chords (as in Equation 2) and the other defining two chords (as in
Equation 3). In summary, for each sampled marrow cavity chord
length dMC,one first calculates two endosteal chords according to
Equation 1, using the two random entry and exit cosine angles T),
and T)2.Then, if dE] + dE2s dMC:

â€”, and

dMS = 0-

Otherwise, if dE1 + dE2Â£dMc:

dE, = (10um)/T||,

dE2 = (10 um)/ri2, and

Eq. 4

q- 5
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FIGURE 4. Diagram illustrating three-
dimensional electron transport model. (A)
How sampled chord length is used to limit
electron transport by creation of hemi
sphere. (B) Derivation of chord through
near and far endosteal layers (dE1and d^)
and through marrow space (dMS)from mar
row cavity chord length (dMC).(C and D)
How derived chords (dE1,dE2and dMS)are
used to limit the extent of electron transport.

dT or-xÃŒMc= maximum distance
traveled in a bone trabeculae or
a marrow cavity

? Io \

Electron Path

B Chord

Define

dMS=0

Chord l;Ij;

Define dMc=dEi+dMs+dE2

= dEi + dMs + dE2

Â»E2

divic= dEi + dE2and dMs = 0

Each derived chord length is then used to limit the electron
transport, using a hemispheric transport region as shown in Figures
4C and D.

To initiate the transport of an electron within a given trabecular
bone region, the starting region must first be considered. If a
particle originates within the marrow cavity or the bone trabeculae,
the distance to the nearest boundary follows a distribution different
from the chord length distributions measured by the research group
of Spiers (7-9,17). There are three types of distributions of chord
lengths in convex bodies of interest in radiation dosimetry (31-33).
The first is mean-free-path randomness, or u-randomness, where a

chord is defined by a point in space and a given direction through a
convex body. The second is surface radiator randomness, or
S-randomness, where a chord is defined by a point on the surface of

the convex body and a given direction. The third is interior

randomness, or I-randomness, where a chord is defined by a point

interior to the convex body along a given direction. To generate
chord distributions, the directions and starting points are selected
from independent uniform distributions. Figure 5 summarizes the
three different chord length distributions. For our purposes, the
I-random chord distribution is of interest when the particle

originates within a given region. The measurements of chord length
distributions in trabecular bone performed by the research group of
Spiers (7-9,17) were made under the conditions of ^-randomness.
To derive an I-random chord distribution from a ^-random chord

distribution, the following relationship can be used:

f,(d)= â€”fM(d), Eq. 6

where f](d) and fM(d)are the probability density functions for chord
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FIGURE 5. Illustrationof three differenttypes of chordswithin
convex body of interest in radiation dosimetry: u-randomness,
S-randomness and l-randomness.

lengths under I- and u-randomness, respectively, and (d)Mis the
average chord length under u-randomness (31). Thus, using this
derived I-random chord distribution, an interior chord length d] can

be obtained for both trabecular cavities and bone trabeculae. After
choosing an interior chord dr, a starting internal distance do
between 0 and d| is randomly selected. This selected distance thus
limits the distance traveled by the electron in the initial source

region. The electron enters a new region created as described using
its direction of travel and the u-random chord length distribution.

Figure 6 shows the geometry that is presented to the electron to
simulate its transport in trabecular bone. A backscattered electron
and the creation of a delta ray are also shown in Figure 6. This
process is continued until the kinetic energy of the followed
particle decreases below a defined limit.

This method of determination of the initial region for the
transport of electrons in trabecular bone can be applied for bone
volume sources, where the bone trabeculae is the starting region,
and for marrow sources, where the marrow space is the starting
region. For surface sources, where the endosteum is the source
region, chord length distributions are not available; only the
reference thickness of the endosteum is available. In this case, the
starting particle is randomly selected between two planes separated
by an average thickness of 10 \tm, and its initial direction is chosen
randomly. The only concern here could be the curvature of the
surfaces of the endosteum, which is taken as infinite in the case of
two parallel planes. However, because of the small thickness of the
two planes, this inexact modeling of the true bone endosteum curvature
is of concern only for very-low-energy electrons. These short-range

electrons expend a greater fraction of their initial energy within the
source endosteal layer, and thus their values of absorbed fraction
will vary more rapidly with increasing surface curvature than those
of high-energy, longer-range endosteal source electrons. Once the
electron escapes the Z = 10-um plane, a new trabeculae bone
region hemisphere is randomly selected. If it escapes the Z = 0-jim

plane, a new marrow cavity region is selected. Figure 7 shows a

Backscattered electron

Delta Ray

FIGURE 6. Model of electrontransportin
trabecular bone. Textured areas are bone
trabeculae regions; white areas are marrow
space regions. Endosteal hemispheres are
not shown because of their relatively small
size. Backscattered electron and delta ray
are represented.
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FIGURE 7. Model of electron transportin
trabecular bone where endosteum is source
region. Textured areas are bone trabeculae
regions; white areas are marrow cavity re
gions. Top panel series shows electron
exiting endosteal layer toward bone trabecu
lae (Z = 10 urn). Bottom panel series shows
electron exiting endosteal layer bordering
marrow space (Z = 0 urn). Subsequent
endosteal hemispheres are not shown be
cause of their small relative size.

Electron exiting toward bone trabeculae

Electron exiting toward marrow cavity

diagram of the geometry presented to the electron in the case of an
endosteum electron source within the trabecular bone.

The electron transport model so constructed represents a logical
extension of the one-dimensional electron transport models of

Whit well (77) and Whitwell and Spiers (18) and of Eckerman (26).
It allows the electron to travel in any direction and simulates the
correct distribution of chord lengths that would be seen by an
electron traveling in trabecular bone. Furthermore, the model can
be implemented within a Monte Carlo electron transport code, thus
allowing electron backscatter, bremsstrahlung photons and delta
rays to be simulated. As with previous models based on the
University of Leeds data, the chord length distributions for the
trabeculae and marrow cavities are sampled as independent distri
butions. Although it is conceivable that this is not the case,
particularly for bone sites with trabeculae aligned in a given load
direction, the format of the Leeds data does not permit the
construction of joint probability distributions for marrow and
trabeculae chord lengths. Such data, however, may be readily
compiled in future studies involving three-dimensional microimag-

ing of trabecular bone specimens.

Consideration of Percent Active Marrow
An additional feature of the present model is the consideration of

marrow space cellularity within different skeletal regions. The
cellularity factor (CF) is defined as the fractional mass of marrow
space occupied by active (red) marrow, the remainder being
composed of inactive (yellow) marrow (34). For example, for
trabecular bone site j, the CF can be calculated using the following
equation:

mYe]low.j + mRed.j
Eq.7

where mRcdj and mYdiowjare the mass of red and yellow marrow in
trabecular bone site j, respectively. At birth, 100% of all marrow is
active. As one ages, marrow spaces within the appendicular

skeleton, and to some extent the axial skeleton, accumulate adipose
tissue, thus transitioning to yellow marrow. Standard values of
age-specific CFs were published in ICRP Publication 70 (5), a

revision to the skeletal chapter of the Reference Man report (29).
For an adult of age 40 y, the ICRP Publication assigns a CF of 0.7
for the vertebrae (e.g., cervical and lumbar vertebrae) and the ribs,
0.48 for the Â¡Iliaccrest and 0.38 for the parietal bone. Because a CF
for the femur head and neck was not explicitly tabulated, the CF for
these sites was assumed to be the same as that for the iliac crest
(only the CF factor for the upper half of the femur is tabulated, and
thus this value additionally reflects the marrow composition within
the proximal half of the femoral shaft).

The elemental composition and density of pure red and yellow
marrow have been defined in the International Commission on
Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU) Report 46 (35) and are
reproduced in the first three columns of Table 3. Given these data
and the four defined values of marrow cellularity, one may
determine unique elemental compositions and mass densities for
the marrow space within bone group i as:

Pi.Ms= CFiXpRM + (l -CFÂ¡)XpYM, and Eq. 8

(%massÂ¡)MS

= CFÂ¡X (%massÂ¡)RM+ (l - CFÂ¡)X Eq. 9

These data are given in columns 4â€”6of Table 3. Finally,

the endosteal layers within the model are assigned an elemen
tal composition defined in ICRU Report 44 (36) for the average
adult male soft tissue. The composition of the trabecular regions
was taken as that defined in ICRU Report 46 for adult cortical
bone (35).

Transport Parameters
The EGS4 Monte Carlo transport code (77,72) and the PRESTA

algorithm were used for all simulations of electron transport. The
electron cutoff for kinetic energy was 1 keV for initial kinetic
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TABLE 3
Elemental Composition of Regions Within Transport Model (Percentage by Mass) Derived from ICRU Reports 44 and 46*

ElementHCNONaMgPSCIKCaFeMass

density (g/cm3)Red

marrow10.541.43.443.9â€”â€”0.10.20.20.2â€”0.11.030Yellowmarrow11.564.40.723.10.1â€”â€”0.10.1â€”â€”â€”0.980Medium1t10.848.32.5937.660.03â€”0.070.170.170.14â€”0.071.015Medium2t11.0253.362.0033.080.052â€”0.0480.1480.1480.096â€”0.0481.004Medium3Â§11.1255.661.7331.000.062â€”0.0380.1380.1380.076â€”0.0380.999Endosteum10.525.62.760.20.1â€”0.20.30.20.2â€”â€”1.030Trabeculae3.415.54.243.50.10.210.30.3â€”â€”22.5â€”1.920

*ICRU Report 44 (36); ICRU Report 46 (35).

tMedium 1 includes cervical vertebra, lumbar vertebra and rib for which cellularity factor (CF) = 0.7.
^Medium 2 includes iliac crest and femur head and neck for which CF = 0.48.
Â§Medium3 includes parietal bone for which CF = 0.38.
ICRU = InternationalCommission on Radiological Units.

electron energies <50 keV and 10 keV for initial kinetic electron
energies >50 keV. The cutoff energy for photons (PCUT and PE)
was 1 keV. The maximum percent energy loss per step associated
with continuous slowing down (ESTEPE) was chosen as 2%.
Bremsstrahlung photons were followed up to a distance not to
exceed 5 cm from the initial source point. A total of 100.000
histories were simulated per particle energy (10 runs of 10.000
histories). An average absorbed fraction and a corresponding SD
were then derived for all target regions.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Electron absorbed fractions of energy are calculated for
the seven trabecular bone sites measured by Beddoe (7),
Beddoe et al. (8) and Darley (9). Three sources and three
target regions are considered: trabecular bone volume (TB V),
trabecular marrow space (TMS) and trabecular bone endos-

teum (TBE). Twelve energies are considered between 10
keV and 4 MeV. Results are given in the Appendix in Table
1A for the TMS as a source, Table 2A for the TBE as a
source and Table 3A for the TB V as a source. The calculated
coefficients of variation (CVs) are less than ~0.5% when the

source and the target region are equal. When the source and
target are different, the CVs are less than â€”5%. An

exception is at very low energies (10 keV and 15 keV) for
nonadjacent source-target region combinations (TBV and

TMS), where some values of the CV are as high as 50%.

Marrow Space as Radiation Target
The absorbed fraction to the marrow space for monoener-

getic electron sources emitted within the marrow space is
shown in Figure 8A for three of the seven skeletal sites for
which chord length distributions are available. At the lowest
electron energy considered (10 keV), essentially all electron
energy is absorbed within the target region. At increasingly
higher energies, the absorbed fraction declines from unity, as

electrons begin to penetrate the endosteal layer of the source
marrow space and the adjacent trabeculae. At ~500 keV to 1

MeV, electrons are able to penetrate to the marrow spaces of
adjacent cavities, thus resulting in a leveling off of the
absorbed fraction with further increases in emission energy.

The influence of the regional microstructure of trabecular
bone is evident in Figure 8A. The absorbed fraction to the
parietal bone, with its substantially smaller marrow cavities,
is shown to fall more rapidly with electron energy than in the
cervical vertebra or in the rib. ICRP Publication 30 suggests
an energy-independent absorbed fraction of 1.0 for this
source-target region combination (24). Clearly, this assump

tion grossly overestimates the radiation dose to this tissue
region at moderate to high electron energies.

Absorbed fractions to the marrow space for TBE sources
are shown in Figure 8B. ICRP Publication 30 (24) recom
mends an energy-independent value of 0.5 in the assumption

that only 50% of the emissions on the bone surfaces emit
electrons into the marrow space where they deposit their full
energy. In the current model, electrons representing "surface
seekers" are more properly emitted within the trabecular

endosteum volume, where they must first exit the 10-um

layer before reaching the marrow space. Thus, the absorbed
fraction starts close to zero at low energies and rises rapidly
as a greater fraction of the initial electron energy is deposited
within the first marrow cavity. At higher energies, subse
quent trabeculae must be crossed before any additional
energy deposition to marrow can occur. Thus, the absorbed
fraction increases less rapidly with increasing initial energy.
The variation of absorbed fraction with particle energy in the
parietal bone is markedly different from that within the
vertebral regions because of its larger bone trabeculae and
smaller marrow cavities (Table 1).

Figure 8C shows the corresponding absorbed fractions to
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FIGURE 8. Absorbedfractionsof energy to trabecular marrow
space (TMS) for monoenergetic electrons for sources in TMS (A),
trabecular bone endosteum (TBE) (B) and trabecular bone
volume (TBV) (C). Three trabecular bone sites are shown:
cervical vertebra (â€¢),parietal bone (D) and rib (*). International
Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) recommended
absorbed fractions are also represented (24). S = source; T =
target.

the marrow space for electron sources uniformly distributed
within the bone volume of the trabeculae. As with the
trabecular endosteal sources, the absorbed fraction begins at
zero at low energies and increases to a limiting value at high
electron energies. In this case, however, electrons must pass
through both the trabeculae and the endosteal layer before
reaching the first marrow cavity. Consequently, the rise in
absorbed fraction for bone volume sources occurs over a
broader energy range than for trabecular endosteal sources.
The ICRP methodology (24) assumes an energy-indepen
dent value of 0.35. This value is shown to overestimate
energy absorption for low-energy electrons for all bone sites.
At higher electron energies, energy absorption in the marrow
space is underestimated for vertebral and rib sources and
overestimated for electron sources in the skull.

For a given skeletal site, the three graphs of Figure 8
indicate a convergence of the absorbed fraction to a single
value at high energies, independent of the source region
(26). This limiting value corresponds to the fractional track
length in the target marrow cavity for a given bone site:

<HTMS <- S) =
<dMC)M-

Eq. 10

where (dMC)Mand (dT)Mare the average chord lengths under
u-randomness for the marrow cavities (inclusive of its

endosteal layers) and bone trabeculae, respectively; (dE) is
the average thickness of endosteum crossed (derived for
each bone site from the transport code assuming a random
entry direction of the electron into the endosteum); and ot is
the ratio of the range of electrons in marrow to that in bone
tissue (a = â€”1.7 using ICRU Report 46 (35) tabulated

RCSDAranges). This limit of the absorbed fraction at high
energies is verified in Table 4, where the absorbed fraction
for 4-MeV electrons is compared with the calculated ab

sorbed fraction limit using Equation 10.

Trabecular Endosteum as Radiation Target

The second radiation target to consider is the endosteal
tissue layer of TBE. Figure 9A shows the variation of the
absorbed fraction to the TBE region for marrow sources of
electrons and for the same three skeletal regions just
discussed. Depending on the bone trabeculae and marrow
cavity average sizes, two different variations of the absorbed
fraction with energy are observed. In the case of the parietal
bone, where marrow cavity sizes are small and bone
trabeculae are large (Table 1), a rapid increase is first seen up
to a maximum occurring at â€”100keV. Next, the absorbed

fraction decreases slowly and levels off to a constant value
for high electron energies. For the other trabecular bone
regions, where the marrow cavities are much larger than the
bone trabeculae, the absorbed fraction increases almost
steadily in reaching a maximum value. These differences in
the variation of the absorbed fractions with initial electron
energy can be further investigated by data presented in
Figure 10. In Figure 10, the absorbed fraction of energy is
partitioned according to the various TBE regions created in
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TABLE 4
Limits of Absorbed Fractions of Energy Calculated Using Average Chords Through TMS, TBE and TBV

Average chord lengths (urn)

CervicalTrabecula

279
Marrow cavities 910
Marrow space 811
Endosteum 49Femur

head232

1157
1052

52Femur

neck314

1655
1544

55Iliac

crest Lumbarvertebra242

904
804

50246

1234
1131

51Parietal

vertebra511

389
309

40Rib266

1706
1597

54Limits

of <t>at highenergyT

T
T=

TMS
= TBE
= TBV5.9E-01

7.1E-02
3.4E-016.8E-01

6.7E-02
2.5E-017.1E-01

5.1E-02
2.4E-016.1E-01

7.6E-02
3.1E-01Ratios

of <t>at 4 MeV to <(>limit calculated forTS

S
S=

TMS
= TBE
= TBV1.00

0.96
0.961.00

0.97
0.961.00

0.95
0.95Ratios

of <|>at 4 MeV to<|>S

SS=

TMS
= TBE
= TBV0.99

0.97
0.970.99

1.00
0.980.99

0.98
0.981.00

0.98
0.96limit

calculated forT0.99

0.99
0.98Ratios

of (J)at 4 MeV to 4>limit calculated forTS

S
S=

TMS
= TBE
= TBV0.98

0.97
0.990.98

0.99
1.000.97

0.97
1.020.98

0.98
0.996.8E-01

6.2E-02
2.5E-01=

TMS1.00

0.96
0.95=

TBE0.99

0.98
0.98=

TBV0.98

0.97
1.012.5E-01

6.3E-02
6.9E-011.00

0.97
0.980.98

0.99
0.980.97

0.97
0.997.4E-01

5.0E-02
2.1E-011.00

0.94
0.940.99

0.98
0.980.97

0.97
1.03

TMS = trabecular marrow space; TBE = trabecular bone endosteum; TBV = trabecular bone volume.

Theoretical calculated averages are compared with Monte Carlo calculated averages at 4 MeV tor all source (S) and target (T)
combinations.

the transport code that are traversed by electrons originating
in the TMS source region. Results are shown for both the
parietal bone (Fig. 10A) and the cervical vertebra (Fig. 10B).
For the TBE directly adjacent to the TMS source (TBE 1),
the absorbed fraction of energy in the parietal bone is seen to
increase more rapidly with source particle energy than in the
cervical vertebra. Consequently, the unique microstructure
of the parietal bone leads to a dominance of the first TBE
region (adjacent) in the total value of the absorbed fraction
to the trabecular endosteum. In the case of the cervical
vertebra, the decrease in the absorbed fraction to the first
endosteal region for source energies >200 keV is compen
sated by energy deposited in subsequent TBE regions, and
the global absorbed fraction continues to increase with
increasing source particle energy. For a TMS source and a
TBE target, ICRP Publication 30 (24) recommends that:

RM) = 4>(RM Â«-RM)/2, Eq. 11

therefore giving an energy-independent absorbed fraction of

0.02 to the TBE (assuming a red marrow mass of 1500 g and
a bone surface or endosteal mass of 60 g [29]). This
recommendation underestimates our calculated absorbed
fractions at electron energies greater than â€”100keV for the
rib, at energies greater than â€”50 keV for the cervical

vertebra and at energies greater than â€”20 keV for the

parietal bone.
For trabecular endosteal (TBE) sources, the model pre

dicts absorbed fractions to trabecular endosteum as being
relatively independent of the skeletal microstructure (Figure
9B). At 10 keV, an absorbed fraction of â€”0.9is indicated

because of the small thickness of the endosteum. The value
drops rapidly to reach a plateau at energies greater than
about 500 keV. The methodology of ICRP Publication 30
(24) recommends a discontinuous drop in the absorbed
fraction from 0.25 at energies <200 keV to a value of 0.025
at greater energies. For electron energies <50 keV and
>200 keV, the ICRP 30 method underestimates the energy
deposition to trabecular endosteum.

Figure 9C gives results for the absorbed fraction to the
TBE for a TBV source. As in the case of TMS as the source
region, there are two trends of the absorbed fraction with the
electron energy, depending on the relative sizes of the bone
trabeculae and marrow spaces. For the parietal bone with its
larger bone trabeculae, the absorbed fraction follows a
steady increase until about 1.0 MeV, where a limiting value
is reached. In other skeletal regions, where smaller bone
trabeculae and larger marrow cavities are found, the ab
sorbed fraction of energy follows a trend identical to that
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FIGURE 3. Absorbed fractions of energy to trabecular bone
endosteum (TBE) for monoenergetic electrons for sources in
trabecular marrow space (TMS) (A), TBE (B) and trabecular bone
volume (TBV) (C). Three trabecular bone sites are shown:
cervical vertebra (â€¢),parietal bone (D) and rib (*). International
Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) recommended
absorbed fractions are also represented in (B) and (C) (24).
Graph in (B) for TBE as source (S) and target (T) region is given
in logarithmic scale.

shown for the parietal bone when the marrow space was the
source region (Fig. 9A). For a TBV source and a TBE target,
ICRP Publication 30 (24) recommends an energy-indepen

dent absorbed fraction of 0.025 to the TBE. This recommen

dation underestimates our calculated absorbed fractions for
energies greater than ~ 30-50 keV.

As noted for TMS as the target region and for all three
source regions, the resulting absorbed fractions at high
initial energies are independent of the source region. This
limiting value of the absorbed fraction corresponds to the
fractional track length in the endosteal cavity for the given
bone site:

()>(TBEâ€”S) =
2(dE)

Eq. 12

where (dMC)M,(dT)M,(dE)and a were defined previously. The
factor of 2 added in the numerator of Equation 12 takes into
account the two regions of endosteum crossed when an
electron enters and exits a marrow cavity. As with the TMS
as target region, the limits of the absorbed fractions at large
energies for each bone site are verified in Table 4.

The reference absorbed fractions recommended in ICRP
Publication 30 (24) for the case of the endosteum as the
target region are based on the work of Whitwell (17) and
Whitwell and Spiers (18). From the graphs in Figure 9, it can
be seen that these recommended absorbed fractions gener
ally underestimate our calculated absorbed fractions. After
careful analysis of Whitwell's thesis (17), it was noticed that

the selection of the endosteal chord lengths was performed
by assuming a random entry and exit angle in the endosteum
region. Because Whitwell was trying to derive an average
chord length distribution in the 10-um layer of endosteum, a

random direction of entry and exit should have been used. In
other words, because Whitwell was simulating the random
ness of the entry and exit directions of the particle within the
endosteum region, the solid angle should have been ran
domly selected and not simply the polar angle. The average
chord lengths through the endosteum as determined in the
present model and as assumed by Whitwell are presented in
Table 5. As expected, our calculated average chord lengths
are systematically larger than those of Whitwell, leading to
larger calculated absorbed fractions for an endosteal target
region.

Bone Trabeculae as Radiation Target

The last radiation target to be considered is the TBV.
Although this target is not of importance for radiation
protection, there is some interest in considering it as a
radiation target for the alleviation of bone pain using
radionuclide therapy (1,37). Three graphs are presented in
Figure 11, each corresponding to one of three possible
trabecular bone sources: the TMS, the TBE and the TBV.
Variations observed in the absorbed fractions with initial
electron energy are complementary but inverted to those
observed when the TMS was considered the target region
(Fig. 8). The highest absorbed fraction of energy is for the
parietal bone because it represents the skeletal site with the
largest bone trabeculae and the smallest marrow cavities.

As seen for the previous trabecular targets, the absorbed
fraction to the TBV at high electron initial energies is
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FIGURE 10. Absorbed fraction for tra-
becular bone endosteum (TBE) as target
and TMS as source for parietal bone (A)
and cervical vertebra (B). Total absorbed
fraction to TBE is partitioned as function of
number of trabecular bone endosteal layers
separating TMS source and TBE target
considered (i.e., TBE 1 is TBE directly
adjacent to marrow space source).

independent of the source considered. This limit corre
sponds to the fractional track length in the bone trabeculae
for the given bone site:

(dT)M
cKTBV Â«-S) =

(dMC)M
Eq. 13

where (dMC)M,(dT)Mand a were defined previously. These
limits of the absorbed fraction at large energy for each
trabecular bone sites are verified in Table 4.

Comparisons with One-Dimensional Electron

Transport Model
A one-dimensional model of electron transport in trabecu

lar bone was also constructed to verify and compare

absorbed fraction results from the three-dimensional model
presented. Following the methodology used in the three-

dimensional model, chord lengths were sampled in all three
regions of the trabecular bone to construct the one-

dimensional geometry presented to the electron. The energy
deposited in a given region was scored, assuming a straight
trajectory of the electron through each tissue region and
using the range-energy relationship methodology adopted

by Whitwell (77) and Whitwell and Spiers (78) and by
Eckerman (26). The range-energy relationship used was:

R = AEm, Eq. 14

where the values of m and A used in this research were
derived using curve fits to the soft-tissue composition data
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TABLE 5
Comparison of Mean Chord Lengths Through Endosteum as

Reported by Whitwell and Calculated in Present Model of
Electron Transport in Trabecular Bone

Mean endosteum chord length
([im)

BonesiteParietal

boneCervical
vertebraLumbar
vertebraRibIliac

crestFemur
headFemur

neckWhitwell*

randomangle35394143394143Present
model

randomdirection40495154505255

'Data extracted from Whitwell ( 17).

given in ICRU Report 37 (38). Table 6 gives calculated
values of A and m. These values are given such that if E is in
MeV, R will be in units of g/cm2. The error on the curve

fitting is < 1% at all energies. For the bone tissue, the ratio of
the range (cm) in tissue to that in bone is approximately a
constant over the energy-range of interest (1 keV to 5 MeV)
and is equal to 1.7. Therefore, the energy-range relationship

for bone was derived from that predicted in soft tissue using
Equation 14.

Using this technique, absorbed fractions of energy were
calculated for the same combinations of bone site, electron
energy, source region and target region considered in the
three-dimensional transport model. A total of 100,000 par

ticles was sampled per bone site for each source region and
electron initial energy.

Figure 12 gives the comparison between the absorbed
fractions of energy calculated using the three-dimensional
and one-dimensional transport models. In Figure 12, the
ratio of absorbed fractions from the three-dimensional
and one-dimensional models, averaged over all seven bone

sites, is plotted as a function of the initial electron energy.
Various source and target combinations are considered.
Globally, good agreement is seen between the two calcula
tions. Differences are larger at low energies, up to ~80%,

but these discrepancies decrease as the electron initial
energy increases (the maximum error at 4 MeV is 6%).
This data agreement was not unexpected because the same
chord length distributions were taken as input to both
models.

If one considers the absorbed fractions of energy calcu
lated when the source and the target regions are identical
(Fig. 12), there is a very good agreement, except when the
source-target region is the TBE. In this case, the difference is

first very small and then increases to a maximum of 14% at
200 keV. Results from the two models converge again at
higher energies. These differences are attributed to differ

ences in the physics of the transport: a three-dimensional

Monte Carlo transport code with angular straggling and
production and transport of secondary electrons versus a
one-dimensional continuous slowing-down approximation

0.01 0.10 1.00 10.00

Energy (MeV)

0.01 0.10 1.00 10.00

Energy (MeV)

0.0

0.01 0.10 1.00

Energy (MeV)

10.00

FIGURE 11. Absorbed fraction of energy to trabecular bone
volume (TBV) for monoenergetic electrons for sources in trabecu
lar marrow space (TMS) (A), trabecular bone endosteum (TBE)
(B) and TBV (C). Three trabecular bone sites are shown: cervical
vertebra (â€¢),parietal bone (D) and rib (*). S = source; T =
target.
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TABLE 6
Coefficients Used to Calculate CSDA Ranges for Electrons

in a Soft-Tissue Medium*

RcsDA(g/cm2)= A x Em

Energyrange(MeV)0.00

< E <0.050.05
< E<0.100.10
< E s0.300.30
< E <0.600.60
< E s2.002.00
< E s 5.00A0.863410.766840.596070.472750.432340.49150m1

.76821

.72851.61381

.42701.19901

.0233

"Derived from data in International Commission on Radiological Units

Report 37 (38). Error on interpolation in all cases is <1%.
CSDA = continuous slowing-down approximation.

(CSDA) calculation using a range-energy relationship for

electrons.
The largest differences between models are seen when

the source and the target are not adjacent regions, i.e., when
the TMS and TBV are considered the source or target
regions (Fig. 12). In this case, we see differences 30%-50%

and upward for energies < 100 keV. Because of the possible
variations in the range of electrons modeled by the EGS4
Monte Carlo transport code (i.e., range straggling), we see
low-energy electrons reaching these nonadjacent regions
using the three-dimensional model, but they do not in the
one-dimensional model. Differences of ~10% are also seen

for energies <100 keV when the source is the TBE and the
target is the TMS or TBV (Fig. 12). Finally, when one
considers the TBE as a target, and the TMS and TBV as
source regions (Fig. 12), good agreement is seen between
the two transport methodologies at all electron energies.

Comparisons with Previously Published Electron
Absorbed Fractions

It is also of interest to compare absorbed fraction results
with the model of electron transport in trabecular bone used
in the MIRDOSE3 program (25,26). In Eckerman (26),
absorbed fractions are given only for the parietal bone and
the lumbar vertebra, for the trabecular bone and red marrow
as source regions and for the bone surface and red marrow as
target regions. Because this model is a one-dimensional transport
model, we compared absorbed fraction results with the one-

dimensional transport model developed in this article. Table 7
gives ratios of absorbed fractions of energy for the lumbar
vertebra and parietal bone and for several source and target
region combinations. Eckerman's (26) red marrow, bone

surface and trabecular bone regions are associated with our
definitions of the TMS, TBE and TBV, respectively.

When the TMS is considered both the source and the
target region, good agreement is seen for energies <100
keV. For higher electron energies this difference becomes
â€”5%for the lumbar vertebra and â€”13% for the parietal

bone. This difference can be analyzed if we consider the
trabecular marrow cavity (TMC = TMS + TBE) as the

chosen target region instead of the TMS. In this case, ratios
between the two absorbed fractions are very close to unity.
Consequently, it seems that the Eckerman (26) electron
transport model does not distinguish between the marrow
cavity and the marrow space. This can also be verified with
the TBV as the source region and the TMS and TMC as the
target regions. This comparison clearly indicates that the full
marrow cavity, as given by the Spiers chord distribution
(77), was considered when estimating red marrow absorbed
fractions in the model of Eckerman (26).

One can also look at differences between these two
one-dimensional electron transport models when the TBE is
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FIGURE 12. Ratiosof absorbedfractions
calculated using three-dimensional (3D)
transport model of electron transport in
trabecular bone and one-dimensional model
(1D), as a function of electron initial kinetic
energy. Ratios represent averages across
all seven bone sites for each source (S)-
target (T) combination. Individual differ
ences at a specific bone site can therefore
exceed these values. TMS = trabecular
marrow space; TBE = trabecular bone
endosteum;TBV = trabecular bone volume.
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TABLE 7
Ratios of Absorbed Fraction of Energy in Trabecular Bone Calculated Using One-Dimensional Transport Model

of This Study and of Eckerman

Lumbar vertebra*

Energy
(MeV)

Column no.t

â€”TMS)

<J)(RMâ€”RM)

1

cf>(RMÂ«-TB)

*(TMC â€”TMS)

<))(RMâ€”RM) <b(RM â€”TB) d)(BS â€”RM)

-TMS) d>(TBEâ€”TBV)

<b(BSâ€”TB)

0.0100.0300.0500.1000.5002.0004.0001.000.990.980.960.840.810.820.000.050.300.590.810.810.811.011.031.051.061.021.011.020.941.021.051.011.031.021.020.070.480.921.551.831.992.010.941.041.191.562.062.022.03

Parietal bone*

Energy
(MeV)Column

no.t0.0100.0300.0500.1000.5002.0004.000<b(TMS

â€”TMS)(b(RM

Â«-RM)11.001.001.000.990.940.930.93(b(TMS

â€”TBV) <f>(TMCâ€”TMS) <J>(TMCâ€”TBV)<t>(RM

â€”TB)20.000.050.310.670.910.920.924>(RM- RM) 4>(RM -TB)3

41.00

0.951.011.011.021.011.01.01.00.05.02.011.01

1.01d>(TBE

â€”TMS)4>(BS

â€”RM)50.050.350.651.071.962.062.13(i>(TBE

â€”TBV)*(BS

*-TB)61.271.191.301.642.031.931.94

"Notation for source and target regions reflects model used for calculation of absorbed fraction. In Eckerman (26), RM = red marrow; BS =

bone surface; TB = trabeculae; TMC = trabecular marrow cavity (i.e., TMS + TBE).

fFor easy readability with associated text, column numbers are assigned.
TMS = trabecular marrow space; TBV = trabecular bone volume; TBE = trabecular bone endosteum.

considered the target region. For both TMS and TBV
electron sources, large differences are seen between the two
models. Eckerman (26) provides few details as to how the
endosteum is treated as a target region. Consequently, it is
not possible to fully explain these differences.

Consideration of Trabecular Active Marrow
as Target Region

When the Spiers (17) chord length distributions are used
to construct a radiation transport model of the trabecular bone,
the only source and target regions that can be considered are the
TMS, TBE and TBV. However, it is of interest to derive
absorbed fractions of energy to the trabecular active marrow
(TAM) because this tissue is generally the radiosensitive
target of interest. Because the TAM is contained within the
TMS, one could assume that for a given source region, the
electron energy is uniformly deposited across the TMS.
Under this assumption, it is possible to calculate the
absorbed fraction to the TAM for bone site j using the
volume fraction of active marrow within the TMS:

S) = S), Eq. 15

where VTAMj and VTMSjrepresent the volume occupied by
the TAM and TMS, respectively, within bone site j. Because
the densities of the marrow space and red marrow are
essentially equal, one can simplify Equation 15 using the
definition of the CF given in Equation 7:

<J>j(TAMâ€”S) = CFj4>j(TMS Â«-S). Eq. 16

It is important to note that this equation is valid only in the
case of a source located within the TMS, TBE or TBV. It is
currently not possible to calculate the absorbed fractions of
energy for a source located in the TAM because the location
of the TAM within the TMS is not known. For trabecular
marrow sources, it is thus advisable to use the TMS as the
source region until such time as more definitive histologie
information permits the construction of models with true
active marrow source regions.

CONCLUSION

A new model of electron transport in trabecular bone is
presented in which the chord length distributions measured by
Beddoe (7), Beddoe et al. (8) and Darley (9) are used to create a
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three-dimensional transport model for use with the EGS4/
PRESTA electron code (10-12). The model represents a logical
three-dimensional extension of currently used one-dimensional

transport models so that electron backscatter, delta rays and
bremsstrahlung photons are explicitly considered during particle
transport. Results of the transport calculations were expressed
subsequently as absorbed fractions of energy for seven trabecular

bone sites, 12 electron energies and all source-target regions of

interest (TMS, TBE and TBV). As with the skeletal model of
MIRDOSE3, values of absorbed fraction given here represent a
substantial improvement over the relatively energy-independent

values of ICRP Publication 30 (24). Significant differences are
noted in the absorbed fraction results from both three-
dimensional and one-dimensional models forTMS-TBV source-

APPENDIX

TABLE 1A
Absorbed Fractions of Energy for Monoenergetic Electrons Emitted Within Trabecular Marrow Space

Target = Trabecular marrowspaceEnergy(MeV)0.0100.0150.0200.0300.0500.1000.2000.5001.0001.5002.0004.000Cervicalvertebra9.98E-019.95E-019.92E-019.84E-019.62E-018.92E-017.48E-016.36E-016.09E-016.01E-015.98E-015.89E-01Femurhead9.98E-019.96E-019.94E-019.87E-019.72E-019.12E-017.91E-017.11E-016.93E-016.88E-016.85E-016.76E-01Femurneck9.99E-019.98E-019.96E-019.92E-019.80E-019.40E-018.54E-017.54E-017.26E-017.18E-017.15E-017.05E-01Iliaccrest9.97E-019.95E-019.92E-019.84E-019.62E-018.88E-017.36E-016.44E-016.26E-016.20E-016.17E-016.09E-01Lumbarvertebra9.98E-019.96E-019.94E-019.88E-019.73E-019.20E-018.22E-017.35E-017.08E-017.00E-016.97E-016.87E-01Parietalbone9.93E-019.86E-019.78E-019.59E-019.07E-017.50E-014.80E-013.00E-012.69E-012.57E-012.53E-012.46E-01Rib9.99E-019.98E-019.96E-019.92E-019.81

E-019.44E-018.74E-017.97E-017.66E-017.56E-017.53E-017.42E-01Target

= Trabecular boneendosteumEnergy(MeV)0.0100.0150.0200.0300.0500.1000.2000.5001.0001.5002.0004.000Cervicalvertebra2.31

E-035.44E-037.99E-031.44E-022.47E-023.59E-024.91

E-026.47E-026.80E-026.79E-026.78E-026.81E-02Femurhead1.85E-033.62E-036.08E-031.20E-021.89E-022.98E-024.40E-026.15E-026.49E-026.53E-026.55E-026.56E-02Femurneck1.35E-032.50E-034.17E-037.58E-031.33E-022.08E-022.98E-024.36E-024.71

E-024.82E-024.81

E-024.83E-02Iliaccrest2.64E-034.78E-038.24E-031.51

E-022.53E-023.87E-025.54E-027.18E-027.38E-027.42E-027.41

E-027.41
E-02Lumbarvertebra1.93E-033.59E-036.02E-031.08E-021.79E-022.71

E-024.08E-025.50E-025.87E-025.89E-025.94E-025.95E-02Parietalbone7.23E-031.36E-022.22E-023.73E-025.91E-027.55E-026.80E-026.39E-026.38E-026.27E-026.21

E-026.18E-02Rib1.04E-032.47E-034.13E-037.67E-031.28E-021.95E-023.04E-024.24E-024.61

E-024.68E-024.70E-024.75E-02Target

= Trabecular bonevolumeEnergy(MeV)0.0100.0150.0200.0300.0500.1000.2000.5001.0001.5002.0004.000Cervicalvertebra2.18E-058.80E-066.33E-051.24E-031.29E-027.23E-022.02E-012.98E-013.20E-013.26E-013.27E-013.28E-01FemurheadO.OOE+001.13E-051.79E-059.81

E-049.48E-035.82E-021.64E-012.26E-012.39E-012.42E-012.43E-012.44E-01Femurneck5.15E-06O.OOE+002.36E-057.56E-046.66E-033.94E-021.16E-012.01

E-012.24E-012.29E-012.31E-012.33E-01Iliaccrest4.10E-063.80E-055.60E-051.35E-031.30E-027.36E-022.08E-012.84E-012.97E-013.00E-013.02E-013.02E-01Lumbarvertebra4.77E-062.33E-052.01

E-058.66E-049.55E-035.25E-021.37E-012.09E-012.31E-012.36E-012.37E-012.39E-01Parietalbone3.15E-056.85E-052.70E-043.88E-033.44E-021.74E-014.52E-016.35E-016.64E-016.75E-016.77E-016.75E-01RibO.OOE

+005.57E-061.81

E-056.46E-046.57E-033.62E-029.51

E-021.60E-011.85E-011.92E-011.94E-011.96E-01
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target combinations at low electron energies (<100 keV).
Results for endosteum self-irradiation show skeletal-averaged
differences up to 14% between one-dimensional and three-

dimensional transport at electron energies of a few hundred
keV. Direct comparisons with the underlying model of
MIRDOSE3 indicate that marrow dose estimates are treated
to the exclusion of endosteum dose estimates, for which
specific details are not given.

The model represents a three-dimensional transport model

of electrons in trabecular bone and is not to be interpreted as
a geometric model of the trabecular microstructure. Future
improvements in bone dosimetry models await more realis
tic characterizations of trabecular bone microarchitecture as
suggested by Jokisch et al. (39) using direct imaging
techniques such as MR microscopy. It is anticipated that
these techniques will permit an expansion of Reference Man
skeletal models to more explicitly account for variations in
trabecular microstructure.

TABLE 2A
Absorbed Fractions of Energy for Monoenergetic Electrons Emitted Within Trabecular Bone Endosteum

Target = Trabecular marrowspaceEnergy(MeV)0.0100.0150.0200.0300.0500.1000.2000.5001.0001.5002.0004.000Cervicalvertebra3.63E-027.47E-021.26E-012.28E-013.29E-013.99E-014.76E-015.64E-015.79E-015.80E-015.83E-015.81E-01Femurhead3.76E-027.86E-021.31E-012.37E-013.47E-014.22E-015.50E-016.45E-016.64E-016.68E-016.70E-016.69E-01Femurneck3.80E-027.76E-021.31E-012.37E-013.45E-014.33E-015.34E-016.60E-016.84E-016.92E-016.96E-016.95E-01Iliaccrest3.71

E-027.57E-021.28E-012.35E-013.39E-014.22E-015.22E-015.98E-016.07E-016.07E-016.08E-016.05E-01Lumbarvertebra3.59E-027.72E-021.27E-012.34E-013.37E-014.17E-015.47E-016.44E-016.67E-016.75E-016.77E-016.78E-01Parietalbone3.29E-026.82E-021.13E-012.06E-012.90E-013.23E-012.74E-012.50E-012.46E-012.43E-012.42E-012.40E-01Rib3.77E-027.69E-021.29E-012.34E-013.40E-014.37E-015.82E-016.87E-017.18E-017.27E-017.31

E-017.31
E-01Target

= Trabecular boneendosteumEnergy(MeV)0.0100.0150.0200.0300.0500.1000.2000.5001.0001.5002.0004.000Cervicalvertebra9.23E-018.43E-017.36E-015.17E-012.90E-011.31E-019.13E-027.58E-027.26E-027.12E-027.02E-026.92E-02Femurhead9.22E-018.40E-017.29E-015.08E-012.80E-011.24E-019.31

E-027.51E-027.08E-026.87E-026.83E-026.73E-02Femurneck9.22E-018.39E-017.29E-015.09E-012.83E-011.25E-017.85E-025.84E-025.39E-025.14E-025.07E-024.96E-02Iliaccrest9.22E-018.43E-017.33E-015.10E-012.88E-011.31E-019.40E-028.02E-027.80E-027.66E-027.57E-027.52E-02Lumbarvertebra9.25E-018.39E-017.34E-015.12E-012.87E-011.35E-019.57E-027.21E-026.62E-026.38E-026.29E-026.13E-02Parietalbone9.27E-018.47E-017.45E-015.33E-013.12E-011.43E-018.33E-026.88E-026.57E-026.39E-026.31

E-026.25E-02Rib9.22E-018.40E-017.33E-015.11E-012.88E-011.36E-018.95E-026.20E-025.53E-025.18E-025.11E-024.94E-02Target

= Trabecular bonevolumeEnergy(MeV)0.0100.0150.0200.0300.0500.1000.2000.5001.0001.5002.0004.000Cervicalvertebra4.04E-028.23E-021.39E-012.55E-013.81E-014.69E-014.32E-013.59E-013.46E-013.43E-013.40E-013.34E-01Femurhead4.06E-028.17E-021.41E-012.55E-013.73E-014.54E-013.57E-012.79E-012.62E-012.58E-012.55E-012.50E-01Femurneck3.97E-028.35E-021.40E-012.54E-013.73E-014.41E-013.87E-012.80E-012.59E-012.51E-012.47E-012.40E-01Iliaccrest4.05E-028.12E-021.39E-012.56E-013.73E-014.47E-013.84E-013.21E-013.12E-013.11E-013.09E-013.05E-01Lumbarvertebra3.95E-028.37E-021.39E-012.54E-013.76E-014.49E-013.57E-012.82E-012.64E-012.56E-012.53E-012.47E-01Parietalbone4.00E-028.44E-021.43E-012.61

E-013.98E-015.35E-016.42E-016.80E-016.85E-016.88E-016.87E-016.80E-01Rib4.08E-028.33E-021.38E-012.55E-013.72E-014.27E-013.28E-012.49E-012.24E-012.16E-012.11E-012.05E-01
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TABLE 3A
Absorbed Fractions of Energy for Monoenergetic Electrons Emitted Within Trabecular Bone Volume

Target = Trabecular marrowspaceEnergy(MeV)0.0100.0150.0200.0300.0500.1000.2000.5001.0001.5002.0004.000Cervicalvertebra2.86E-062.01

E-053.01
E-051.57E-031.88E-021.15E-013.38E-015.21E-015.60E-015.68E-015.74E-015.77E-01FemurheadO.OOE+001.25E-052.19E-051.91

E-032.37E-021.47E-014.26E-016.06E-016.46E-016.56E-016.62E-016.65E-01Femurneck1.46E-057.35E-061.75E-051.65E-031.76E-021.05E-013.22E-015.84E-016.53E-016.71E-016.80E-016.87E-01IliaccrestO.OOE

+005.10E-062.56E-051.76E-032.20E-021.36E-013.97E-015.62E-015.90E-015.96E-016.00E-016.01E-01LumbarvertebraO.OOE+002.27E-053.16E-051.68E-032.18E-021.31E-013.65E-015.74E-016.37E-016.55E-016.63E-016.71

E-01ParietalboneO.OOE+00O.OOE+00O.OOE

+006.26E-049.20E-035.69E-021.56E-012.26E-012.37E-012.36E-012.37E-012.38E-01RibO.OOE

+002.26E-057.39E-061.74E-032.05E-021.18E-013.29E-015.73E-016.71E-016.97E-017.10E-017.21

E-01Target

= Trabecular boneendosteumEnergy(MeV)0.0100.0150.0200.0300.0500.1000.2000.5001.0001.5002.0004.000Cervicalvertebra3.71

E-037.66E-031.27E-022.39E-024.10E-026.53E-027.84E-027.30E-027.08E-027.01

E-026.97E-026.88E-02Femurhead4.64E-039.25E-031.52E-022.78E-024.92E-027.94E-028.40E-027.31

E-026.94E-026.85E-026.77E-026.69E-02Femurneck3.14E-037.05E-031.11E-022.15E-023.68E-025.59E-026.37E-025.54E-025.19E-025.07E-025.04E-024.93E-02Iliaccrest4.31

E-039.00E-031.42E-022.76E-024.68E-027.44E-028.40E-027.73E-027.62E-027.57E-027.55E-027.47E-02Lumbarvertebra4.34E-039.21
E-031.43E-022.75E-024.69E-027.26E-027.59E-026.74E-026.44E-026.24E-026.17E-026.05E-02Parietalbone1.82E-033.94E-036.43E-031.30E-022.37E-023.87E-025.53E-026.15E-026.26E-026.19E-026.18E-026.15E-02Rib4.04E-038.27E-031.28E-022.49E-024.35E-026.34E-026.29E-025.69E-025.25E-025.08E-024.98E-024.87E-02Target

= Trabecular bonevolumeEnergy(MeV)0.0100.0150.0200.0300.0500.1000.2000.5001.0001.5002.0004.000Cervicalvertebra9.96E-019.92E-019.87E-019.75E-019.40E-018.20E-015.84E-014.05E-013.66E-013.56E-013.49E-013.39E-01Femurhead9.95E-019.91E-019.85E-019.70E-019.27E-017.73E-014.89E-013.20E-012.82E-012.70E-012.63E-012.54E-01Femurneck9.97E-019.93E-019.89E-019.77E-019.46E-018.39E-016.13E-013.60E-012.92E-012.73E-012.63E-012.49E-01Iliaccrest9.96E-019.91E-019.86E-019.71E-019.31E-017.90E-015.19E-013.59E-013.30E-013.23E-013.18E-013.09E-01Lumbarvertebra9.96E-019.91E-019.86E-019.71

E-019.31E-017.97E-015.59E-013.57E-012.95E-012.77E-012.68E-012.54E-01Parietalbone9.98E-019.96E-019.94E-019.86E-019.67E-019.04E-017.88E-017.11E-016.98E-016.96E-016.93E-016.83E-01Rib9.96E-019.92E-019.87E-019.73E-019.36E-018.18E-016.07E-013.68E-012.73E-012.48E-012.34E-012.16E-01
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